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Coup Announcement

This isn’t truly a coup de e’tat, but Noise Without Borders was and is meant
to be a LEFT WING, pro-Black, pro-LGBT, pro-Women’s rights, pro-Copyleft

anti-Zionist, anti-Nazi, anti-Fundamentalist, anti-Top 40 publication and if
any of you Conservative/anti-Black/misogynist/homophobe/transphobe/big label

music buying/Zionist/National Socialist/Religion distorting/Rockist
troglodytes doesn’t like it, then you could collectively suck our cocks…or

make your own free noise e-zine.

-the Editor



Catalog

Raminder Mulla: Portfolio (http://chc08rm.dns-systems.net/) 

B L A C K I E: Website (http://blackieallcapswithspaces.com/) +  Bandcamp 
(https://blackieallcapswithspaces.bandcamp.com/) + Soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/b_l_a_c_k_i_e) 

Ciaran MacAoidh: Soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/macthecrouton) + Mixcloud 
(https://www.mixcloud.com/The_Crooked_Button/) + Email for submissions 
(mailto:thecrookedbuttonradioshow@gmail.com)

Serioznii: Soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/serioznii)

Sergey Efremov: Bandcamp (http://p-mm.bandcamp.com/)

Tristan Eyles: Soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/minimalimpactnoise) + Net Label 
(http://minimalimpactnoise.blogspot.com.au/) + Tumblr (http://jpegtothehead.tumblr.com/)

Dan of Earth: Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/bibletrons) Colbeck Labs (http://www.sdiy.org/colbecklabs)

+ Colbeck Labs contact (colbecklabs@gmail.com)

Sluice Room: Website/Samples (http://www.sinkslop.com/) + Contact (info@sinkslop.com) + Discogs 
(https://www.discogs.com/artist/3931258-Sluice-Room) 

Wade Leu: Tumblr (http://wadekey.tumblr.com/) 

Honorable mentions

Demetrius Neal: Blogspot (https://blackpunkdrummer.wordpress.com/)

Kuuroki: Soundcloud (https://soundcloud.com/kuuroki)

HankBlock Original: Youtube (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi48kKTQf-PqfTL2nNkbtzA)

Oisin Lunny: Website (oisinlunny.com/conferences/) + Mixcloud (https://www.mixcloud.com/OisinLunny/)

Ibrahim Khider: Website (ikhider.com) + Podcast (feedbackmonitor.com)

Dr. Aardworks: Website (http://theaartworks.org/)

Phoned nil trio: Bandcamp (https://phonedniltrio.bandcamp.com/)

Nummy: Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/NummyMilwaukee/)

Vertonen: Discogs (https://www.discogs.com/artist/151796-Vertonen)

PCRV: Bandcamp (https://pcrv.bandcamp.com/)

Kingston Family Singers: Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/kingstonfamilysingers/)
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Events and Ads

 ZASAVJE NOISEFEST INTERNATIONAL (2016)

► 3rd – 4th June (friday/saturday) 

 ► at Vašhava RTH (The Black Room), Trbovlje, Slovenia 

 ► doors open: friday 16:00 / saturday 14:00 

 ► starts at 18:30 till 06:00

► Tickets: Both days € 25 / Friday € 15 / Saturday € 15 

 Order: http://znfi.org/tickets

 ◙ Line-up by days: 

 ▬▬▬ Friday: Amper-o-mat (SI), Luxury Mollusc (IE), Nascitari (IT), Snøgg (SI), Bhagavad
Dita (RS), IOIOI (IT), HOEHENKONTROLLE #3 (DE/SI), Extreme Smoke 57 (SI), Raven

(RS), Convulsif (CH), Kikiriki & Holzkopf (SI/CA), Kasper T. Toeplitz & Erik Drescher (FR-
PL/DE), Emerge (DE), Lijel (BE), Dry Greed (UK), Rez Epo (PL), Marta Zapparoli (DE)

▬▬▬ 

 ▬▬▬ Saturday: Noise Purity (FR-PL), Animal Machine (UK), Joulupukki (FI), Brut (UK),
Zan Hoffman/Zanstones (USA), Mare Di Dirac (IT), Purgist (PL), Crank Sturgeon (USA),

Zergon (SI), Agression Sonore (FR), Fecal Vomit (RS), Velge Naturlig (PT), Kindvriendelijk
(BE), Myrornas Krig (SI), Del_F64.0 (DE), Umdhlebi (SI), Lametàfisica (IT), The B. Bees (SI)

▬▬▬

Way more info: http://forum.noiseguide.com/viewtopic.php?t=17253

http://forum.noiseguide.com/viewtopic.php?t=17253
http://znfi.org/tickets




Interview with Raminder Mulla (UK)

1. Who are you?

So…IDM/Breakcore artist who started doing bits of noise, preformed as part of duo called FelixHelix, other guy left
so it became more ambient…

2. When did you start out with music?

When I was 14, I got a guitar for Christmas..

3. Influences?

Suffocation, Immolation, Meshuggah, Aphex Twin, Sunn O))) and more recently, Indian Classical Music.

4. Stuff you’d avoid playing?

I think for the most part all genres have good things to them.

5. Are you Desi?

I was born in the UK but my lineage is Punjabi, Northern Indian…

6. Do you listen to your own music?

I got a pretty complex relationship with it…I’m slow as hell when it comes to making music, I’ve gotten better..as I
make tracks I listen to get…I think music is like photographs, it’s a snapshot of how you are at that moment, I think

it’s difficult not to hear yourself a bit in your tracks.

7. Who’s your main fanbase?

I don’t know…I’m so bad at reaching people that way, people who’re unfortunate to know me in real life…I guess I
have to say people who hear me in compilations, it’s not really something that’s a huge focus in my life.

8. What’s your end goal?

If people think I have something worth while playing and I get to play live with people with similar tastes, making a
bit of money would be good too, I guess the main goal is having something out there.

9. Your stance on piracy?

I think it depends on who’s pirating what, now, I think there’s a lot to be said about free culture and the internet’s
helped that a lot. People can share and don’t want monetary compensation and that’s good for art, but there's a sort
of problem with small independent label artists being pirated. Artists on major labels  don’t get much in the way of
royalties either. Not sure about this, and it was a while ago, but for every dollar made on a plastic CD from a major
label, the artist gets five cents. That isn’t a good deal, now with p2p sharing and torrenting that helps give the artist

exposure and that’s here to stay.

10. Any artists you’d want to play with?

I wouldn’t mind playing with Xanopticon, I dunno if he’s still around but he’s another influence, makes super fast,
deep breakcore. Llocal electronic groups as well, anyone that plays good music would be great.

11. Where would you be without music?

I’m a chemist by trade, just got my doctorate so I’d be doing that more and watching Youtube videos. 

12. Have you ever played live?



Small kinda rehearsal room in Birmingham, it was a noise thing with a bunch of other artists , had to bring my
desktop because my laptop broke that was annoying, but it was fun and I’d like to do it again.

13. Any thank yous?

Anyone who listens, gave feedback, I guess I’d like to thank the lifeforce/creator/the man in the sky, for making you
want to make to make art, not just music. Not a person, but I think its important. Beautiful and ugly things in life are

worth paying homage to as well.

14. Plugs?

Check out the guys at the r/noisecomps Subreddit, netlables like like Digital Vomit and people who put in the time to
allow people to be heard. We probably wouldn’t be having this conversation if it weren’t for these sorts of things. 

15. Formats you hate?

I believe the name of the game is to get exposure and to be heard. When the average Joe and Jane can’t listen to stuff
that's put out, it’s counterproductive. For me, the goal is dissemination.

16. Who were the first people to hear your music?

My parents, whether they want to or not, reaction was negative…one time, I was micing a circular saw for a
soundscape. My mum just walked into my room, saw me doing this and then walked out.



Interview with B L A C K I E (US)

1.       You  certainly  do  not  need  an  introduction,  but  for  the  readers  who  don’t  know,  please
introduce yourself.
I'm Michael LaCour. I'm 28. I perform as B L A C K I E... All Caps, With Spaces. I'm a noise artist from
Houston, Texas. I'm an independent black musician. I'm the DIY pioneer of alot of this noise-rap shit that's
gotten popular. I've inspired alot of people, to put it loosely. I'm still underground & I still make alot of
noise.
2.       B L A C K I E, what other names did you have in mind before settling on that?
None really, man. Once I wrote it down real big that was it. People still can't handle it. I was pissed off. I
didn't care. My dad had died. I dropped out of school. I was so pissed off. I started driving around the USA
screaming  &  making  noise. 
3.       You have been compared to Death Grips a few times and I’ve heard you played a show with
them in the same set. What is your opinion of them, the comparison and how did the show go?
I gave Zach Hill "Wilderness Of North America" in 2009. They're fake. Fuck all that. Ask them about me.
4.       I also recall  you mentioning your contemporaries Cities  Aviv, ANTWON* and Abdu Ali  as
Black music, unfortunately alternative rappers mostly bring in a mostly white audience; how do you
feel the low amount of brothers in the audience?
Houston is diverse. The shows were always diverse. Girls, LGBTQs, POCs, & even white boys too. That's
how I  judge an artist.  If  you  can attract  a  diverse crowd then you must be telling the truth or  doing
something real. You can't fuck with the truth. A lie needs believers to exist. The truth needs no believers. It
just is. The truth will fuck you up. 
5.       Big Big Jokes from The Wilderness of North America is a track I related to well, what inspired
it?
Thanks. It was inspired by how I would have to play myself to even get along with people sometimes.   
6.       What gear/software do you use to produce?
When I was young I would listen to 90.9 KTSU & make tape loops from the jazz songs. I used the MPC 
500 for a long time. I use computers now but I always try to still use a tape deck somehow. 
7.       Outside of music, what do you do?
I like to live. Do bad things. I got a new saxophone in the mail last week. I play that alot now for fun, not 
even for recordings. Live hard.
8.       Have you ever heard of Atari Teenage Riot? You’d be perfect for a collab with them, and their 
original incarnation had an MC called Carl Crack who produced a wonderfully dark experimental 
beat tape called Black Ark.
Thanks. I'm actually good friends with one of the members. CX Kidtronik. He's stepped in for Carl I 
believe. Thats cool! I jam "Black Ark In Dub" by Lee Perry almost every day.
9.       When I heard you were a fan of Muslimgauze and when I heard you rap Revolutionary Party 
over How Rustem The Thief… I knew you were legit. What are your favorite releases by 
Muslimgauze?
Thanks. I was on tour & our merch guy would play Muslimgauze everywhere. I noticed that no matter 
where we were those tracks sounded hard. As soon as I got back to Texas I stayed up all night freestyling 
over them.
10.   What other influences do you have?
Blues, Jazz, DJ Screw. Saul Williams. Black music. My friends bands. My mom. But influences can come 
from anywhere. My dad was partially deaf. The TV was always full-blast. The car radio was always full-
blast. I grew up yelling. Like, really, yelling all the time. 
11.   I can’t seem to find TOOTH Records online, is there anyway listeners can find it and your 
associated acts?
TOOTH never existed. A drug dealer wanted to put some money up and start a label in Houston but it never
worked out. So TOOTH never happened.
12.   When are you gonna bless us with another release? Is it going to be shoegaze/thrash/grime?
I'm recording right now. It sounds like "True Spirit And Not Giving A Fuck" combined with "Imagine 
Yourself In A Free And Natural World". This time this one might actually come out on a label.
13.   For a friend: What are the chords to Cry, Pig! ?
If this aint it, it's close:



E B C E C B G

E B C D C B G

E B C D C B G

E B C E C B G F (E)
14.   Finishing off, are there any plugs/thank yous/things that weren’t addressed/etc? You want to 
say/give?
SPREAD FREEDOM ACROSS THIS PLANET & Thank you! Support independent music!



Ciaran MacAoidh (Ireland)

Tell us who you are.

I'm Ciarán MacAoidh and I present an experimental, underground and DIY music and arts show, called The Crooked
Button Radio Show, on NearFM 90.3, a not-for-profit community station in Dublin, Ireland. I live in the middle of 
nowhere in the northwest of the country and spend a lot of time out in the woods with my pup, Pika, who's on my 
shitlist today for running off after a deer and scaring the life out of me. 

I also do a lot of field recording, make sound art tracks and mess about with making rough drone instruments, bull-
roarers and some short film work. For the show, I work to find artists that won't get airplay on even specialist music 
shows in Ireland. 

How did you get involved in radio? How did you get into making noise too?

Noise came first. When I moved to County Leitrim from the city in 2010 or '11 I met a couple who were organising 
an outstanding experimental festival called Hunter's Moon. I volunteered to drive artists to and from the airport and 
spent two and half hours chatting to Tony Conrad in the car without really having a clue who he was. I was blown 
away by the music and art at the festival and started to get into underground stuff from there. The Natalia from 
Woven Skull, who was one the organisers, really encouraged me to get involved and not be afraid that I'd be shite at 
everything to begin with. I'm still no great shakes at most of the artistic stuff but I've had a few good ideas and must 
stuff has been seen and heard at events here and there, so that makes me happy.

Radio is a bit more of a roundabout thing. It was a gradual dawning and I'm still only a beginner. The first thing was 
to do with how I listen. Irish commercial radio is terrible. You really don't know how good you have it in the States. 
Here the Broadcasting Authority rules drives commercial stations right down the middle of the road and it's all pop 
and this abomination of a blend of Country with the worst side of Irish folk called 'Country and Irish'. So, I was 
running a food business and spending huge amounts of time in the kitchen on my own listening to reruns of TV 
shows and even putting on new shows that I didn't really care about. I listened to a season of a show and then tried 
to watch the final episode at home later. I literally couldn't concentrate because everything looked wrong and 
everyone had the wrong face. I'd imagined everything totally differently but I still imagined a fully established 
image. This got me interested in sound design, and where sound design and score meet but, more-so, in how audio 
tells stories in a very specific way. Then I started listening to every documentary podcast I could find. I got brought 
back to idea that I could do it myself and not to expect the results to be perfect. I haven't gotten there yet, but 
documentary is what I want to do next, at the same time as presenting the show. I've been collecting stories and 
trying to form them into a coherent series for podcasting and I've a few good ideas to go to the national broadcaster 
with that they expressed interest in and hopefully my own station will take some of my ideas on too. To cut it short, I
got a bit of training and jumped in at the deep end being pretty new to the experimental scene and completely new to
radio. NearFM gave me a spot. 

Near has a commitment to unusual and inclusive radio (actually inclusive, not buzzword inclusive) so we have ska 
shows, Polish and Italian language shows, shows that 90 year olds will listen to and a Balkan dance music show. 
They give presenters the space to find their community and to build a show over months in a way that commercial 
stations literally couldn't afford to. 

I'm hoping to get back to documentary making now that I'm getting my head around the researching/presenting 
thing.

Are both of these equally important, or does one have more precedence over the other?

Right now, radio is more important mainly because I have a deadline and it takes a lot of time to put together the 
kind of show I want. You might be shocked to the core to hear that experimental music is dominated by white men 
and finding top quality white men to play is easy as pie, especially if I stick to the US, UK, France, Germany and 
other places like those. In fairness, Japan is a huge hub for this kind of thing too. I try to play as many women as I 



can and I've tapped into black artists too but also people from white countries that wouldn't be known as 21st 
century avant garde centres, mainly former Eastern Bloc places and, of course, Ireland. So this all takes time, 
especially as I don't get paid for it.

I'm finding my stride now so my next step is to get back to storytelling. I'm not sure about the other art... It's a matter
of finding the time and space to work in.

On your soundcloud, I see field recordings of you in Kurdistan. First off I'd like to say thank you for 
providing us with these relatively rare samples and on with the question. How did you become aware of the 
Kurdish region that early? In America, at least, the Kurdish struggle has only been known since...2013?

It's important first to realise that in Europe we get our news very differently than in the States. After 9/11 and during 
the second Gulf War I was telling my sister in Texas things from our news about US actions that every American 
should have been hearing on CNN and the other networks. She hadn't heard any of it and every mainstream voice 
was terrified of being called some AQ sympathiser who hates our freedom if they even said "wait a second, the 
Patriot Act might need a bit more thought before we make it law." 

I remember thinking that when one of the only popular, mainstream voices really dissenting and being heard in the 
media is George Clooney, you've got a major problem. I know the States was traumatised by 9/11 but the 
clampdown on opposing views was really frightening to watch from this side of the Atlantic. Even without that, we 
get a lot more international news in Ireland as a matter of course because we're small and we have to look outward. 

I first heard the name 'Kurd' in 1988 when a Swedish journalist defied the Saddam regime and proved to the world 
that he and his one of his pet psychopaths, Chemical Ali, where gassing the Kurds in there tens of thousands. I was 
twelve and my mother pushed me out of the room because of the pictures of chemical burned and bloated children 
and adults in the town of Halabja. It was one of a number of towns and small cities gassed and bombed by Saddam's 
airforce. It's easy to forget in all the mess since 9/11 exactly how vicious and inventively cruel Saddam and his 
family were. I've heard him referred to as a cross of Stalin and Tony Soprano and this is pretty close to the mark. I 
remember being fascinated back then, when I was twelve, that there was this huge nation of people scattered across 
four states, that there were enough of them for Saddam to have wiped out over 100,000 of them and not even really 
depleted their numbers, and that I had never heard of them at all before. Brown people out there are all Arabs, no?

Next time was after the first Gulf War when Bush senior said if they rose up against Saddam, he'd back them and see
them gain a state and then abandoned them to their fate again. Then I learned more about them and their oppression 
by Turkey and the PKK's war (you wanna see how a state can let a minority know they are under the boot-heel, take 
a trip to Turkish Kurdistan and be very careful not to call it that while you're there).

The next I heard about them was in terms of them flourishing under the no-fly zone and support from the West, how 
they were more-or-less a secular democracy (very more-or-less...) and how they could be the great hope for the 
region. I heard so much, so many arguments for and against, that I decided to go and check it out. I had had a really 
shit month in work that left me drained and furious and I needed to get out of the country and see something really 
different. So I booked a flight to Turkey and went over the land border. 

Were your recordings meant to be explicitly pro-Kurd? Do you plan on recording in other countries, if so, 
what and where?

Now you mention it, no. I'm not going to pretend that I'm not pro-Kurd but I'm also aware that there are huge 
proplems in the semi-autonomous region of Iraqi Kurdistan and that the other three regions are very different. An 
expanded Kurdish state is going to be hard to pull off. Iranian Kurds that I've met can be a bit weird about Iraqi 
Kurds and Turkey would sooner die than give up an inch of land. 

I wanted to see what Kurdistan was if I could, even a bit. But Kurdistan is a man's world and Westerners are 
welcome and safe there. I was treated like royalty because no one could believe I was basically on holiday as a 
tourist in a designated war-zone (designated mind you, I was never in any danger except only briefly when close to 
the border of Iraq itself). The people I met, the things I recorded often  have a political twist from a mostly personal 
point of view but they tend toward showing Kurdish people, rather than the the idea of Kurdistan. I got there in the 
middle of the Arab Spring and the the Iraqi Kurds were having their own part of that with massive marches ever day 
for sixty days by the time I got there. It was actually quite beautiful, and the shops would shut and tea shops empty 
to come out and clap the marchers. I took part in on of the  big pro-democracy marches in Sulimaniyah because I 



was invited by biology students, so as much as I support the idea of a free Kurdistan, and a self-determining Kurdish
people, I approached entirely from the ground up rather than saying that Kurdistan is a good enterprise therefore the 
government must be good people. 

As far as recording in other countries goes, I've tried and it hasn't worked out. I did a little in Thailand, Hungary and 
Czech but I've always been with other people and so I have to compromise on time, place and activity. In Kurdistan I
just went where I wanted and followed local suggestions and stories, which has risks but enormous benefits. It 
allowed me to spend time with gas attack survivors, gypsy kids who are treated as the lowest in society, the Yazidi 
who were almost entirely unknown outside Iran and Iraq until Daesh/IS decided to slaughter, enslave and rape them 
recently and many others. If I want to do that type of recording, I'll have to go on my own again. 

Were there any issues getting into Kurdistan at the time? How did the locals feel about you recording?

Getting in was pretty easy, though I nearly didn't get in out of pure stupidity. I flew into Diyarbakir from Istanbul 
and got a cab to the border because I've a bit of a thing for land border crossings. There's something about airports 
that makes me feel like I haven't really arrived in a country. The system there is that you get a cab with a pre-
arranged price from the airport and they take all your papers and get you across the border. You sit in the waiting 
room, get your visitors visa and then back in the cab who brings you to whatever town you want to reach. When I 
got to the office (which was the first of only two times I saw US soldiers) my passport was on too near expiry for 
them to let me in. I was freaking out completely but when they found out that I was a tourist and not from an oil 
company or some other "infrastructure" business, they went to the boss. They just didn't get tourists there at that 
stage, especially at the land crossing. She sat with me and said I could go in as long as I didn't try to renew my ten 
day holiday visa, which is what people usually do to stay longer, because it would get her fired for breaching 
immigration law. I promised and she welcomed me to Kurdistan with a huge smile. After coming from Turkey, 
where my travel plans were met with suspicion and I'd gotten myself robbed, the Kurdish response was amazing.

The locals bent over backwards to help me get where I wanted to go and what really struck me was that every one 
wanted to tell their story; either of the Kurds or of what had happened to them and how they got to the point that 
they were at then. Take the University of Sulimaniyah. The guards on the door had never had a tourist want to visit it
before. They had a chat among themselves, couldn't come up with a reason why I couldn't go in and took my 
passport as collateral. I wandered around for a while til I found pictures of Darwin and some fossils and asked the 
professor if I could look at the evolutionary biology work his students were doing. After hanging out in his 
classroom for a while chatting, he asked if some of the young women in class could talk to me, and they invited me 
on an anti-governement, pro-democracy & human rights march where the local Communist Party talked to me for 
ages and then berated me for having a Kurdish flag rather than a revolutionary one. The entire ten days was like this.
If I even slightly put myself forward, some one would pretty much stop their day, take my hand and lead me where I 
wanted to go. I managed to end up on morning television, getting drunk up on top of a mountain with two lunatics 
who had a domestic freezer full of booze wired into their car, drinking tea with the Peshmerga, eating sheep head 
with Yazidi elders, singing with a university history class that I met on another mountain... It was just constant. They
didn't care if I was recording or not. 

The thing about the recording though, was that I wasn't doing it formally. It was before I figured out that this is what
I wanted to do and now I cringe a little every time I think about things I missed while there. I just had an iPod and 
small camera and that's what I did my recordings on, so it was never intimidating and I was always just some guy 
who was vacationing there. I chose to be there, I hadn't been sent by work or the army, and that seemed to mean a lot
to a lot of people that I met. 

One day I walked past a tiny school all the kids went bonkers calling to me. So I went over to the gate to say 'hi' and 
the teachers came out and brought me inside and I spent a good hour or two interviewing the principal and visiting 
in the classroom. It turns out that they were local gypsies that lived in horrendous conditions, and much like the 
Yazidi, were disliked or despised by the rest of the Kurds. The principal had taken it upon herself to found a school 
with virtually no resources. She started a school for the teens first, in a tent in the muddy field where they all live in 
wagons. A couple of years later she managed to harrass the local government into giving her a tiny budget and got a 
small building with one classroom, a staff room and an office with a tiny yard for lunchtime. She got things done 
purely by attrition. People would just get worn down by her persistance and it became easier to give her stuff than to
deal with her pestering them every goddamn day. I have other stuff like that, but there's only so much anyone wants 
to read.



What gear do you use? For your field recordings and radio show, I mean.

In the station it's the usual compressor mics and a fairly old system. Community radio depends on government 
funding so equipment budgets are low. In the field I use a Zoom H4N which is great for interviews and loud stuff 
but not ideal for very quiet situations because they're a fairly hissy. The kit hasn't been a major issue though. The 
Kurdistan stuff and some of the other recordings were done on a camera, because that's what I had at the time. No 
one has ever commented on the quality because they usually get caught up in the content. I just had a piece played 
on national radio here in Ireland for the first time and it was my first ever piece of sound art, pretty much done on 
the fly because I liked the sound of an out of tune piano in a friend's house and recorded on iPhone because that was 
all I had handy.

IIRC, the station is not for profit? What do you do outside of music?

The station is definitely not for profit, which is why they have such an eclectic mix of shows. I work in a café that 
my partner runs making good food and caffinating the customers with really strong coffee. I also do whatever bits of
work that might come up, like driving and the odd bit of catering which helps with saving to have my podcast 
website built and to get some new gear. I had been running a savoury pie business for a few years but it didn't really 
work out and I ditched it before I ended up buried in debt. Good pies though. Really good pies. 

This should've been asked earlier but what is the origin of the station's name?

I actually don't know but we have a pretty tight broadcast range. 90.3 FM is the band for all the community stations 
so the signal is tight and I'd say the name is literally to do with that: you gotta be near to hear it. I'll ask someone and
see if anyone remembers...

Any advice for anybody wanting to start or at least be part of radio station?  

Not for wanting to start one, but for getting involved try to find any local station or public station (do you have 
community radio in the US? If you do, start there) and see if they have programs for people to get involved with. 
They could see if any of the shows need contributors, runners or someone to get audio clips taped at events or pretty 
much anything else just to get in the door. Radio has had a resurgence with shows like Radiolab, Serial, This 
American Life and others going global on the net, so it's expanding but very competetive. The good thing is that 
everyone can do simple, basic stuff to show that they're passionate about it or have a flair or even a good work ethic.

I did a couple of training courses and met the content guy, Paul Loughran, from NearFM at one of them and 
informally pitched my show idea. I'm going for work in a commercial station soon and, if I get it, I expect to be 
making the tea and generally trying not break anything for the first while. I'm going to start doing the boring donkey 
work of interviewing local councillors, sports people and protestors and making the audio available to the two local 
stations too. I figure I'll have to do that if I want to be able to make the documentaries that I want to make and to 
keep going with the Crooked Button.

Any advice for field recorders?

Only sort-of-advice, maybe more an observation. I find a lot of field recorders get too caught up in the technical side
and drool over the gear. You end up with immaculate recordings of stuff you can hear anyway if you take the 
headphones off and go outside or stuff that you can create with contact mics. My best (or favourite at least) 
recordings are the ones that you can't get just anywhere. A protest in Iraqi Kurdistan, a pub owner playing a piano 
really badly, the bats in our bathroom roof, an angry pine marten that moved into my house and trashed it, an old 
school cinema projector, a really odd busker, a bunch of twelve year olds discussing the best cars to steal. Many of 
them were done with crappy equipment before I really thought about the sounds formally as field recordings. I 
suppose it depends on what you want to do with the recordings, if you need them for professional use or whatever, 
but I just want to present the sounds to the world, rather than needing them to be perfect. I've heard a million perfect 
dawn choruses but it's the hissy, distant sound of a jazz trumpeter practicing from a window in Dublin city that I 
remember. One of my favourites was an Orca caught singing when a guy left his phone recording in his car with the 
window open by the sea. Hours of nothing and then a few minutes of this ghost sound. Just gorgeous, and caught on 
a phone.

What music do you generally listen to when you're not looking for content and DJing?



I listen to a lot of jazz, bebop and the earlier free jazz mostly but Duke Ellington and that kind of thing too. Sixties 
rock and soul, not a fan of a lot of seventies rock but I like seventies soul, some punk and metal, late eighties and 
early nineties alternative and grungy stuff, classical, Irish folk and old school country (not the modern pop country 
crap) and black county blues like Tommy Johnson and Blind Lemon Jefferson. I listen to a lot of live Irish 
traditional, which may be very different from how it's percieved in the US. We sing and play in pubs a lot over here 
and once a week my partner and I go to the local pub where there's music, singing and sometimes Irish dancing. 
Anyone can sing and even if they're terrible we'll listen because in that place at least, it's about a community doing 
something together.  My partner sings a couple of songs (either Irish or Scottish trad or else something like Paul 
Weller or Michelle Shocked) and plays guitar usually. It's a mad little pub with an 89 year old bar man who is a 
walking history book and an old fashioned army gentleman.



Interview with Serioznii (Russia)

1. Tell us who you are, my man.

Hi I am a student, linguist who makes sounds from time to time.

2. How is the music scene in Siberia? 

It’s relatively small, but at the same it has some special atmosphere, it sounds somewhat cold, hollow.. 

3. How did you get involved in music and more specifically, how did you get into noise?

I couldn’t find a musician which would resonate ideally with my soul, so I started learning music step by step to 
express myself and make somebody happy, I love sharing experiences and feelings, so music would help me 
drastically. Can’t speak for others, but nothing affects me emotionally as strong as music, (tbh I was just trippin’ 
balls and was like, fuck it I want to make music. So here I am).

4. What gear do you use to produce your music?

Nothing special, guitar and my notebook 

5. What are your influences?

Lovesliescrushing,, Hototogisu, MBV, Lorenzo Senni, Boris, everything I like influences me

6. How much time do you spend making music per week? 

Right now, not as much as I would to, I am finishing the university. Sometimes it can be 20 hours, sometimes 2 
hours 

7. Have you ever played live or plan on doing so?

Eh, no, I haven’t, but yeah I’d like to, maybe not now, but someday.

8. Russian noise is pretty diverse sounding, what do you think about conventional harsh noise?

Harsh noise, hm, it was interesting when it just appeared as a genre, as a movement, but now some noisers call their 
music experimental, but quite often I don’t see anything experimental. They promote their noise as experimental 
music, but what’s so experimental in it? It’s been around for many years and turning one knob doesn’t make your 
music experimental. But I still enjoy noisers, whose point isn’t the music, but the message behind it. 

9. What's your endgame in music? Do you think you'll stop making music?

If I released something so great, that I couldn’t surpass, then maybe I would retire. Otherwise I don’t think I would 
stop.  

10. Lastly, any things you want to address/plugs/thank yous/etc?

Hi to my homies and special shout out to Vlad, and thanks you mate for the interview.

Interview with Sergey Efremov (Russia)



1. Tell us who you are.
I’m the void between art and man. A worm that squirm in your heart.
2. How did you get into music?
Music is nothing. I'm nothing. Everything is nothing. So that's how i get into music.
3. How did you get into owning and running a netlabel?
There are three people who owning and running the label. and i'm just producing something for the void. it's pretty 
natural for me. for every men, I think.
4. You mentioned doing an art zine, where can we find that?
Work in progress. no info available for now.
5. What do you do outside of noise and art?
Eating burgers and drinking wine, searching for new memes, just having fun.
6. Any advice for people who want to start a label?
Do what thou wilt (c).
7. Where would you be without music?
Anywhere.
8. What gear do you use for your work?
I use imagination and all that stuff around me.
9. Can you fill us in on future releases from you and your label?
Well there are few vinyls and tapes will be out next month. Brand new split single between my own band - Post-
Materialists and bizzare no-wave saxophonist Gargamelek, LP of first Russian power-violence band LOA LOA + 
more.
10. Anything you want to mention that wasn't addressed/plugs/thank yous/etc?
I would like to say THANK YOU. no matter who you really are.

Tristan Eyles (Australia)



For posterity's sake, introduce yourself for the readers
I record under a few alias's, at the moment those being Strangler Fig and TILES. I also distribute the works of other 
artists I like that I find online, and am a practicing visual artist.
Strangler fig and TILES, how did you come up with those names?
The latter is a portmanteau of my first initial and surname. Plus tiles are the thing you use to decorate and cover a 
wall. My take on HNW isn't pure, so I shouldn't even use the term. It has more decoration. With physical tiles, you 
can break them up, overlay them and form new patterns. Other more lofi and dynamic stuff goes under the Strangler 
Fig title.
Damn nice! Onto to the distribution, do you contact the artists beforehand, compensate them, etc? How do 
you find people?
Mostly I just stumble across something on Soundcloud or whatever other site, and I'll get in contact. One of the last 
guys I found was a guy in Exeter, UK (Posies), and he had these great synthscape sounding pieces which I really 
liked. It reminded me initially of what sort of sound I was going for, before I got all harsh. I asked the guy if I could 
get a few of his tapes, and we agreed on an upfront price. He shipped some over, and I just try to make back 
whatever I can.

I also just released a split tape with a guy from New Zealand. I'm personally not all that happy with my track on 
there, but I've been following this other guy (Industrial Hydrophobia) for a little while, and I did like the direction he
took with this track. He recently joined a death metal band too, so the guy knows what he's doing imo.

As for compensation though, I haven't actually worked out much with him. He bought one of my tapes and cdr's 
from another project last year, so I might just mail him some promo stuff and go halves in the profit or something.
That's what's good about the noise scene, it's cooperative and self-sufficient, like the early punk rockers. 
What got you into running a netlabel, what got you into noise and music itself?
I guess as far as actual scenes/genres go, it's among the most transgressive that actually manages to keep a wide 
audience. It is still very much an outsider thing, though it has it's place among your run of the mill punk and 
electronic groups that go and perform down at a local hotel or whatever. I initially saw it as a way of supplementing 
my visual arts practice, and over the past few years it's become my entire practice. It's good to have your hands in 
many pots I think. 

Australia is very much cut off from the global noise scene, mostly because it takes like a good 7-8 years for trends to
catch on, at least to a wider audience here. It's all very gatekeeper-esque. There is definitely a history of noise 
makers here, though their profile is obviously much, much smaller than anywhere in the US or Europe.

Even then it's very much contained in the larger cities here, Melbourne and Sydney. Those cities are around 
1000km's away. 

Minimal Impact Noise in theory started as a way of starting to create more of a bubble here in Brisbane, though the 
more I delve into the local scene, the more grassroots operations I find. I guess eventually it will very much be about
me and other people in my social circles creating and sharing music among ourselves, with the capacity for other 
people interstate or overseas to be able to look at and support what we do via various forms of social media.
Are there any Australian "noisers" you think fans outside the area should know? Are there any 
characteristics specific to Australian noise in your opinion and/or experience?
Readers should definitely check out the Breakdance the Dawn, though I find their online presence is a little 
scattered. Club Sound Witches are one of the the more respected groups from Brisbane. Good Samaritan is another, 
though a lot of the work doesn't do much for me personally, I think that's because it falls very much under the dance 
music/weird internet tags.

There seems to be a general 'good vibez' aesthetic going on, which I totally admire. Not all that dissimilar to the 
whole trip metal thing I think.

If readers want a quick cassette fix, check out Trapdoor Tapes on storenvy. Some of my absolute favourite, bleak 
noise out there. I got a decent sized order a couple of months back and really liked what I heard.
I’m sure our readers will enjoy them, tell us more about your photography, how did that start?



Regarding my photography, I dont nearly take it as serious as other people do. I really just use it for documentation, 
though I do occasionally mess around with photomanipulation and different ways of flattening different surfaces 
into a two dimensional form.
So what came first, the music or the photography?
Neither really came first at all, they both existed on their own before I really started taking either seriously. At this 
point in time they compliment each other.
So they're equally important to you?
Not equally as important really, I very much see my installation and sound work as my first priority practice. Any 
photography is really just for documentation or aesthetic expression.
What do you do outside of art? Where would you be without it?
Trying to get back to nature mostly. I try to spend as much time outside as I can, so I'll go bush walking, or just 
spend time in the garden. Last weekend I built an anaerobic composting system to try and reduce the households net 
organic waste.

I'm also a student at one of the states more respected arts colleges, so a lot of my time is spent there. I always try to 
give back to the community there, because if I didn't have this creative outlet I would definitely be much more of a 
NEET than I currently am. I've seen people get stuck in lifestyles where its hard to break the cycle of wake up late 
-> game all day/night -> go to sleep at 3am -> repeat. I realise that Australia doesn't nearly have the same quantity of
people in this kind of habit as other places in the world, though youth unemployment here is a general problem.

I actually know a guy in one of those huge centers on Korea where all people do all day is game, he told me how 
dreadful the place is and how depression is rife. It's this sort of lifestyle I'm actively avoiding. Most people in my 
social circle though don't drive, so it can be hard to get away from the city, so there's a lot of live music that we go 
and see.
What gear do you use for your music and photography?
I do a bit of field recording, so I'll often come up with a backing track using collaged pieces from that, and then use 
a mixture of feedback with a few pedals (Ibanez distortion and Mooer pitchshifting)

I've been focussing a little more on feedback loops recently, so I've hardwired a second speaker to a small guitar 
amp, and feed a contact mic through those two pedals back around into the amp.

There's lots of little post production tricks I use, recording and re-recording, tape manipulation, the usual. There's 
actually a large drain pipe my house which you can walk into, the acoustics are really interesting. I've done some 
recording in there, I'll walk down with a Bluetooth speaker and play a sound collage off it, so the natural acoustics of
the pipe distort the sounds, depending on where the microphone is placed. Recently I made a portable power unit 
with a car battery and power inverter, so I'm now able to play with loops in situ.
Do you have anything you want to address that wasn't addressed and do you have any other 
comments/plugs/thank yous/etc?
Just my social media accounts really. I have Soundcloud where I upload stuff, as well as Instagram. That's a mixture 
of MIN related posts and personal stuff though. I'll drop some links below.

I've got a couple of releases coming out soon, one self released, a three way split on No Brains Productions in South 
America, and a track on a compilation released by Staalwaart Records.

https://www.instagram.com/minimal.impact/ + https://soundcloud.com/minimalimpactnoise + http://pro-death.com/ 
+ https://soundcloud.com/staalwaartrecords

Thanks to Nicola Morton, Gary Snyder and Devin Townsend for inspiration and influence.

https://soundcloud.com/staalwaartrecords
http://pro-death.com/
https://soundcloud.com/minimalimpactnoise
https://www.instagram.com/minimal.impact/


Dan of Earth (US)

1. Bibletrons-how did you get the idea?
    A: I used to travel quite a bit for work, and stayed in motels a lot. For awhile I thought it was funny to bring the 
Gideon Bibles home with me (a dumb variation of the old saw about snitching the towels). So I ended up with a big 
pile of them, and my wife was asking what the heck I was gonna do with them. I'd been building electronics for a 
number of years at that point, and had a small modular synth that I used. One day I decided to build a K-pod, a 
circuit designed by one of my electronics mentors, Dr. Mabuse (St. Louis). This seemed like more of a stand-alone 
project than something to build into the modular. I noticed that the protoboard that the circuit was built on was just 
the right size that it could fit in one of the Gideon bibles, if it were hollowed out. With that first one, it took forever 
to carve the whole thing out but I really liked the look of it--the raw guts of the circuit were right there in plain sight,
and there was no room for knobs on the pots if you wanted to actually close the book. 

    [that's one of my pet-peeves--I've always been mistrustful of "experimental electronics" played on fancy 
commercial gear. If you know exactly what its gonna do when you switch it on, how experimental is that? I'm a big 
fan of leaving the rough edges in things!]

    The first Bibletrons were circuits designed by someone else, or my take on already available devices--made a 
couple noise swashes and a few Poor-Man's Sleep Drone 5's, fuzz pedals, etc [on a side note, since there's no knobs 
on the pots, you basically become part of the circuit when you use it...it turns out body capacitance really enhances 
the sound of some of these devices, the Swash in particular]. Eventually I started designing specific circuits as 
needed: "wub wub oscillators" (dual low-pitched sine wave oscillators that make beat frequencies around 30-50Hz), 
relay-driven sequencers, etc. 

    At first I really didn't embellish the "lid" of the book--I might number it and label what its function was. Later I 
started adding stickers and whatever odds and ends I got in the mail that week. My friend Matt Taggart (PCRV) does
these amazing collage works, and I think it inspired me to try my hand at it. My collages are maybe a little amateur 
hour, but it kind of fits with the aesthetic.

2. Now when I first heard about this, I thought you were either a hardcore atheist or a hardcore 
fundamentalist, of course it's wrong to assume but do you fall in any of those categories?
    A: heh. actually, I'm a practicing Buddhist (i.e. not good at it yet, so I gotta practice). I think when folks see the 
Bibletrons they kind of expect some sort of pro/anti-christian statement, but I don't really go for that, its not relevant 
to me. Was interested in the more Fortean theories about Christian history for a long time, tho Dan Brown kind of 
wrecked that for me. At that time maybe I did have the air of a religious fanatic, for the wrong reasons...it weirds 
people out when you start conversations with "you wanna know something odd I noticed when I was reading the 
Gospel of Mark this morning?" 

3. Will you expand to Qurantrons, Torahtrons and/or Dianeticstrons?
    A: nah. There's really nothing esoteric about me or my interests, so I don't go too far out of my way for "raw 
materials". The Bibles were just easier to get my hands on. A Dianeticstron would be interesting, tho!

4. Have you ever been arrested or given trouble for your work? If not, do you think you will?
    A: heh, not so far. I have a few Christian friends of various franchises, and I've sometimes expected a little static, 
but most people seem pretty good-natured about it. A few months ago I was introduced to a friend of a friend as 
someone who "hollows out bibles and makes synths out of them!", and it turns out that this guy was a missionary. I 
thought I'd get an earful but he shrugged and suggested that I'm in some fashion getting the Word out there, 
ultimately making his job easier. Could be, I dunno.

5. What sections of the Bible do you hollow out?
    A: pretty much the whole thing. I apply a few layers of wood glue to the edges of the pages, and sort of seal the 
pages to the back cover. when it is good and solid, I start cutting from Genesis right down to the back end of 
Revelation! There's a couple of verses that I tend to cut out and save (the verses end up decorating the top of the 
"box").

6. What are people's reactions when they find out about these Bibletrons?



    A: people react in a positive manner. I think initially amusement, cuz "haha its a bible" but then I think there's 
interest because its obviously a hand-made electronic instrument. people respond well to that. i think its confusing to
some folks that I don't really make any overt religious or anti-religious sentiment with these things--just very 
practical in the "i needed a space about 4x6x1 for this device" sense.

7. Where do you get your Bibles and where do you leave them?
    A: yeah, well, originally motels. I try not to do that anymore--there's a thrift store in Aurora, IL that seems to have
a constant supply of them for super cheap, I refer to it as my "secret stash".

8. Who is the Bibletron ultimately for?
    A: In the beginning they were just for me--they were pretty specific to my audio needs, and I was hesitant to make
them for other people because a) many of them were my take on commercially available circuits and b) I just didn't 
have time to make more of them. I made a handful for my bandmates in Phoned Nil Trio. Last year I decided that as 
Dan of Earth I would focus less on recorded works, and more on developing Bibletrons as a sort of art-object/Noise 
instrument-- With that in mind, I'll build 'em for anyone that wants to buy one. The first (so far, only) commercially 
available Bibletron I've designed is the Gideon XOR--two random voltage generators feed two voltage controlled 
oscillators, the outputs of which are ring-modulated together. I made an edition of 20 of these and managed to find 
homes for all of them [shout-outs also to Vertonen, PCRV, and Kingston Family Singers, who helped me 
test/troubleshoot the XOR]. So now I build these on an as-needed basis.

9. How much work a week do you put into these Bibletrons?
    A: When I made the first few, it might take me 4 hrs (usually not in a row) to completely hollow out a bible, and 
about 3 utility knife blades. Now I can blast through one in an hour or so. The electronics--kind of depends. When I 
develop a new circuit, it might take me a few days to hash it out, figure out where everything is gonna go on the 
board, solder it together, and then troubleshoot/tweek. The first 3 Gideon XORs took about a week apiece, since 
they were prototypes. Once I got the process down, I could hammer one out from start to finish in 6 hrs.

10. What was your inspiration for the project? For your music in general?
    A: trying to keep it simple. a few years ago at one of the Milwaukee Noise Fests, some guys were playing some 
sort of jazzy improv sort-of noise on synthesizers that probably cost more than my car. the next performer, Nummy, 
used a hotplate, a microphone, a bottle of water and an eye-dropper to make 15 minutes of mysterious and tension-
inducing noise. It was so simple, and astonishing ("I hope those synth dudes feel stupid", I think I said). This was a 
wakeup call for me, too--granted, my modular synth was homemade, but what I was trying to do was getting out-of-
hand complex, and Noise (i think) was meant to be simple and straightforward. I realized I needed to simplify 
everything. instead of having a bunch of modules patched together, I decided to limit myself to what I could cram 
into a space about 4" x 6" x 1". 

11. You make pure noise music too, could you tell us more about that?
    A: Oh man, finding out about the Milwaukee Noise scene saved my life, practically. in 2010 I wandered into the 
Borg Ward (RIP), a local all-ages DIY venue, pretty much at random, to find these folks making a wonderful racket 
using tabletops full of pedals and strange boxes all patched together. I guess I knew who the Haters were, but that 
was the extent of what I knew about Noise, had no idea people actually made Noise like this. went to shows for 
awhile, got to know people, and started to wonder if maybe I could do something like that, too. I hauled my old 
modular out of the mothballs, came up with the "Dan of Earth" moniker, started playing shows. Its gone through a 
few iterations, but its always been a mixture of radios and layers of primitive electronics. Generally more 
goofy/dorky than flat out harsh. Eventually joined forces with Peter J Woods (theatrical harsh noise) and Neil 
Gravander ("Lucky Bone", also a builder of strange gear) as "Phoned Nil Trio", which I'm also pretty proud of.

12. What's your ultimate end game with these?
    A: I'll keep building stuff, occasionally make runs of gear for sale--I'm prototyping a larger sequencer right now 
that I'd love to develop into a product. I'd love to be able to do these things as a business, but its not likely--with the 
day-job and other responsibilities, its hard to find the time to design and build new gear. If I could hire someone to 
do the actual building and prototyping for me, it would free me to do the design work, which is actually more 
fulfilling to me. maybe some day--Investors, get in touch!

13. What do you do outside of music?



    A: Interests: running, meditation, vintage newspaper comics, generic Dr Pepper knock-offs, Outsider Art. 

14. What event in the Bible would be a great field recording?
    A: good question. given proper microphone placement, the whole knocking down the walls of Jericho by a bunch 
of dudes with ram's horns probably would have sounded fantastic! 

15. Lastly, any things you wanna address? People you want to thank or plug?
    A: If you wanna learn electronics, the only route i WOULDN'T recommend is a private Engineering school. The 
world needs more all-ages DIY spaces. The world would be a better place if there was more free coffee. Shoutouts 
to my colleagues in the Milwaukee Noise scene, esp: Jay Bullart, PJW, Matt 2:13, Lucky Bone, Como Flotan, 
Smudge, Odd Person, Chris Momsen, etc.

Links:
Dr. Mabuse/Aardworks: http://theaartworks.org/
phoned nil trio: https://phonedniltrio.bandcamp.com/
Nummy: https://www.facebook.com/NummyMilwaukee/
Vertonen: https://www.discogs.com/artist/151796-Vertonen
PCRV: https://pcrv.bandcamp.com/
Kingston Family Singers: https://www.facebook.com/kingstonfamilysingers/

Dan of Earth/Colbeck Labs/Bibletrons: http://www.sdiy.org/colbecklabs  colbecklabs@gmail.com  
https://www.facebook.com/bibletrons/



A very short interview with Beness Aijo (Luhansk People's Republic)

*For those not in the know, Beness Aijo is an Afro-Latvian fighter involved in the current unrest in the Donets basin,
fighting for the pro-Russian, self-proclaimed Luhansk People’s Republic, considered a terrorist entity by the

Ukranian government. We got a hold of him weeks ago and he was able to talk for a very short while.

1. How's the situation over there?
Fighting. Hot.

2. What do you think about the new PM?
He is Rubbish. He is ally of Poroshenko.

3. Is racism a problem in your area? Are there other Blacks fighting on your side? I keep seeing pictures of 
some Afrikans but I wanna confirm it.

There are several africans fighting for Donbass. But very few. No racism at all.
4. What got you involved in National Bolshevism? What do you think about Pan Afrikanism/Black 

Seperatism?
I have left political views and support Russia against Western agression and influence. I do not know about Pan 
Africanism.

5. What do you want Westerners to know about the war? More specifically, Americans.
I want them to know that there is aggression of Ukraine ( supported by west and nato ) against young sovereign 
republics in Donbass.

6. Any advice for Black Americans who are into far-left politics?
I advise Black Americans to unite and organize powerful demonstrations and rallies asking to raise salaries, for 
nationalization, against racism . We must distribute leaflets and bring to left movement as much people as it possible
including whites and asians. Black Americans must concentrate not only against rasicm. We must raise social 
aspects

7. After you win in Ukraine, what will you do?
Donbass is not Ukraine. After we fully withdraw Ukranian aggressors from Donbass we will organize masse to build
socialism there. We will naionalize companies of ukranian oligarhs.

8. How is an average day for you?
Average day is serving in army - fighting or poligones.

9. For fun: What music do you listen to if you do?
I like Soviet patriotic music, western hard metal, russian pop music.



Sluice Room (US)

1. Tell us who you are.

Sluice Room is an anonymous noise project, currently based in Seattle, WA.

 2. Your sound is straight forward, very harsh noise; what are your
 influences.

 I’m probably most indebted to early industrial acts like SPK and NON, and
 of course 80s Japanese Noise artists. NON especially laid the groundwork

 for what I like to call “ecstatic noise”: repetitive loops that build up
 to a euphoric crescendo by the end of the track. Virtually no one does

 noise in that manner, and I’m increasingly trying to explore that and take
 it further in my work.

 And while I enjoy Harsh Noise Wall, I often find it too relaxing, actually
 - like a white noise machine that helps you fall asleep. So I knew I

 wanted to make something more dynamic and aggressive. And few can match
 Japanese Noise artists when it comes to dynamism. I’d never dream of

 bashing Merzbow like many seem to enjoy doing - the man’s incredible, and
 was the first exposure to noise for many, if not most, of us. But there

 are also some tremendous less frequently discussed artists like Aube and
 Monde Bruits.

 3. Noise music in the US, from my experience at least is mostly
 concentrated in the Midwest, is there a large noise scene in the

Pacific Northwest?

 I’m not involved in any scene, so I can’t say for certain. I know there
 was one in Portland, Oregon a few years back. But somewhere after 2008,

 much of it seemed to drop off for reasons unknown. Fine by me - older
 noise albums are cheaper than ever.

 4. Why is the project anonymous? Are you involved with other projects?

The project is anonymous for the same reason I use very minimal visuals in
 the albums: I’d prefer to keep the focus on the audio and, to a lesser

 extent, the philosophy contained therein. For me, heavy emphasis on an
 artist’s personality, or on visuals, is a distraction. Sluice Room is the

 sole project I’m involved with.

 5. How did you get involved with noise in music?

Anger, first and foremost. Anger that needed to be directed somewhere
 healthy.

 6. What gear do you use to produce your music?

Can’t give away all my secrets, but I’ll say the materials are far more
 ordinary and mundane than one may imagine. I’m the polar opposite of a
 gear-head, in that I have little interest in technology. Whatever gets the

 job done and produces an interesting sound.

 7. What's your stance of digital piracy? Would you let anyone download



 your music illegally?

I’d rather people not, but at this stage I suppose any exposure is
 probably a good thing.

 8. Have you ever performed live?

 No, and I have no plans to. This goes back to the unique expectation
 placed on sound artists; namely, that we are expected to always put a
 visual to the audio. It’s not enough to put out albums - people need to

 SEE you do it. Imagine if the same expectation were put on a painter. He
 or she couldn’t simply make and exhibit paintings, they must paint live in
 front of an audience... And compose a soundtrack to go with their gallery

 show. That would be absurd, and yet that is exactly the situation that
 sound artists must endure. So in protest of that ridiculous rule (and to

 preserve complete anonymity), I will not be playing live. Plus I’m largely
 a hermit... so there’s that.

 9. What do you do outside of noise? The main demographics of "noisers" are
 either college students or married professionals.

Can’t reveal that, unfortunately. Let’s just say I fall into neither of
 those two categories.

 10. Lastly, any things you want to address and/or any plugs/thank yous/etc?

Just that you can find samples and more info at: www.sinkslop.com. Also,
 Sluice Room albums are available from Cold Spring Records in the UK,

 Tordon Ljud in Sweden, and Malignant Records in the US.



Jacqueline by Wade Leu (UK)

The connection blurred for a few seconds, it was the pacemaker stirring.
The scary sensation overwhelming, cold sweat trickles down, and bruising.

I reached for the pills, it was mine “one step to death”, shoots and down it goes.
And with swiftness of mind, the body slumps across the couch in serene repose.

Do I get a second chance? “Jacquelyn”, are you here to help me?

Down the corridor, my daughter smiling lovingly, a disdained consciousness.
Jacquelyn, my dearest, where have you gone all this time? Do you love me, my princess?
Her face seems to stutter as he approaches, Jacquelyn’s hair was filthy and her fabric torn.

I shaped her body, the twisted rag doll was chased, seduced, groomed and worn.
The betrayal of acid, it was the sin of temptation that wielded the power to incite blasphemy.

Jacquelyn spins around exposing her delicate contusions, I made sure not to show it.
I patched her crystal skin, and gently placed her on the saddle, hanging there, she gazed beyond the skylight.

Her favourite thing to do was to draw the constellations with her eyes, as that was the only anatomy untouched by
the torment.

She bled for me as I retouched her several times over, her solemn eyes never forgave me, it was seized in lament.
I would kiss her forehead three times, she was the bravest girl I have ever known.

She soon died in my arms, I braided her hair just the way she liked it. She was the ragged doll.
I sat her down on the swing chair, tears in my eyes, I drained the living out of her and her eyes sunk in the hole.

She was no longer real, I preserved her in a wax frame and her eyes were of pristine ceramic.
I could never loved again, her incessant wailing only strengthen my resolve to make her comfortable. Her ending

was peaceful and cherubic.
I hope you forgive me, Jacquelyn. I wished you have seen the beautiful garden sown from your body. You are now

forever.

Hashish love haze by Marten al-Taha (US)

My lover’s progeny is from Sheba
But he embraces me like he’s Solomon

I feel blurry like a dervish
My chest gets all slurry

When he enters enters enters enters and enters my widened ‘naafs
His melanin makes him as dark as the tents of Kedar

Yet he calls me his Mecca
Like my unlocked gardens are his Kaaba

We’re both out of breath
I think we’re in love again



Your politricks are white as fuck by Raymond X
Thanks to Nadia C. and every Afrikan in the world.

Dedicated to Shep.
 

Black Anarchists are pretty rare. I’m pretty sure you can see a melanin enriched brother out there picketing in
solidarity with Maoris or Kurds or whatever demographic is the oppressed minority of the day with guilty, shook

white folks, but that doesn’t mean he’s a Black anarchist. Hell no, a Black anarchist is exactly what it says on the tin,
instead of marching for every color but his own, a Black anarchist marches for Blacks. Instead of crying for

Palestine, he cries for Mama Afrika. Instead of being concerned about gays in Russia being victimized by police, he
worries about Blacks of all orientations being brutalized by police. I’m not trying to illegitimate any oppressed

people, but c’mon, like I give a damn about Chiapas, we gotta look out for number one, I’m not down with other
shades of brown.

 
This all ties in to the contradictory concept of identity politics in the New Left (as opposed to the far-Left, which is

unfortunately considered the same in the US). Anarchists, say shit like, “Anarchism knows no color”, “I’m not
Black/White, I’m an Anarchist”, etc. My response to this is fuck you, I’m Black and I will always be Black, to take
away an Afrikan’s identity is to just ignore years and years of history, injustice, success, etc. American whites can

easily disregard their identity because they have no real cohesive culture, they just vaguely allude to being some mix
of Western and/or Northern European and latch on to artificial ‘foreign’ fads like anime, or alternative rap to

compensate and get their innate fix of orientalism. But I digress.
 

Another thing that irks me about all-inclusive anarchism are the “direct revolutionary methods” advocated by books
such as Earth First!, An Anarchist Cookbook, Monkeywrenching, and the rest of their spawn. I’m talking about

bomb making, dumpster diving, graffiti, anything illegal in the name of some vague revolution. If any of you think
for a second your Black ass can walk around wearing dark clothing holding a Molotov or a brick without getting

arrested or shot, then I dunno what to say.
 

Our revolutionary actions are limited as Blacks, and I do not, again, speak for other people “of color”. No one is
gonna read your pamphlets, listen to your speeches about theoretical economics, or join in your drum circle. If I

wasn’t writing this, you think I’d read my stuff? Hell no, we’re never gonna destroy the status quo by acting like a
bunch of champagne socialist white teenagers. The vast majority of us will never be “woke” to anarchism or

communism or socialism, any type of –ism that isn’t America’s current secular or religious system on paper simply
won’t do, it’s about time we stop trying to gain converts, a real Black revolution starts by sticking a middle finger in

the face of Eurocentrism.



Vegan White Cheddar cheese review by “Toriko” (Canada)

I respect vegans, I really do. Ever since I listened to that Dead Prez song that goes like, “I don’t eat no meat, or
dairy, or sweets/only fruits, vegetables, fresh juice and whole wheat”, I wanted to become one. Problem is I love

dairy, even bigger problem is that I love meat too. Some people or going to tell me to just be a pescatarian or an ovo-
lacto vegetarian but I want to eat a damn steak.  

Anyways, an aunt sent us some vegan snack foods she couldn’t resell and the bulk of it was, you guessed it, Vegan
white cheddar. The brand logos were all smudged off, and I wasn’t assed to look up the brand anyways so I decided

to use this as a “surrogate” for every vegan alternative food ever.

I took a bite and here’s what I got:

 Taste: Like vinegar and tofu 2/5
 Texture: Very soft, melts in your mouth on contact 4/5

 Aftertaste: a vague butter flavor 1/5

I had to use mouthwash to get that bastard, imitation garbage out my system, vegan cheese is total shit, I don’t
recommend any brand or flavor to anyone at all.



Lil Uzi Vert vs The World review by Esteban Blanco (US)

While not as strong as Luv is Rage, Lil Uzi Vert’s recent release is pretty avant-garde.

1. Canadian Goose: Took me a good while for this song to grow on me, but Uzi’s braggadocio along with 
producer and frequent collaborator MaalyRaw’s synth-centric beats makes this an adequate opener. The 
pokemon and Japanese cultural references alongside praises of alcohol is pretty enjoyable.

2. Hi Roller: MaalyRaw on production again, with saw-tooth goodness. If it weren’t for the beats keeping Uzi 
together, this would be a really weak track.

3. Money Longer: Released as a single of sorts months ago, this was one of the tracks I bumped all the time. 
Co-produced by Don Cannon, another regular on Luv is Rage and the first producer I got into after hearing 
Phony Ones by Raz Fresco, this track is pretty much perfect.

4. Grab the wheel: A cop-out meant for radio distribution, two “crooning” songs in a row is just irritating.
5. You was right: Metro Boomin’s tags were the only good parts of the track, I love Uzi’s work but I don’t 

give a fuck about him fucking and wanting to fuck.
6. Baby are you home: Metro back at it with his production, unlike the last three songs, the vocals work with 

the beat and the slurred, paranoid flow is top notch.
7. Ps and Qs: The production is something that Oisin Lunny would produce if Marxman was still around and 

making drill music. This is a pretty bold song with a nice, hazy hook, the Celtic accordion could throw a 
listener off at first but maybe this’ll start more Celtic inspired rap, like Indian music in the 2000s.

8. Team Rocket: Pretty average LUV track, it does plug his girlfriend Brittany so it’s an automatic 4/5 for 
Black Love.

9. Scott and Ramona: This heavy, groggy, dark closer was produced by Wondagurl. Along with Uzi’s Young 
Thug sounding flow, I’d say this was a slightly above decent final song.

Overall, this mixtape earns a C-, the bad slightly outweighs the great in this, like I said before it’s not as good as his 
earlier works but it isn’t terrible. All I have else to say, LUV better find other things to rap about before he loses his 
hype, as much as I openly enjoy his work.



I helped a feeder get off by A.R. Jyoti

I'm fat, and pretty much a bad person. At least I think I am. Don't get me wrong, I can be a great guy when I want to 
be but part of this was my fault, unlike other mishaps I write about.

Anyways, this bullshit happened early in 11th grade, when I met this "new male"-type guy who later revealed his 
"deep love" to me a few months after. Never having anyone tell me this before and seeing a possible chance at not 
being a virgin, I half assed a confession and began a horrible two week relationship with that freak.

I'd subject myself to him photobombing me pictures of shitty food he made, mostly wannabe Japanese weeboo 
ramen that looked like it'd give me some damn food poisoning if I ever had to eat it. He was also pretty annoying 
too, for clarity, we're both Black, he was whitewashed as all hell, all the way to the point that he'd openly state he 
wanted to be white and/or asian (Editors note: literally the ideal Black person for most whites who want someone to 
hang around with but not feel threatened with).

Being the amateur food critic wasn't without its perks though, soon after we "became" a thing, he started giving me 
boxes of junk food, I'm talking about that little debbie shit on the reg. At the time I was thinking, "hey, if I can't get 
my dick wet I'll just compensate with food like any other loser".

Getting free food eventually becomes suspect though, so after the fifth box of zebra cakes I got all suspect and asked
him why he was giving me all this food, he just chuckled and said, "I'm into bears, silly.."

Given the fact that at the time 70% of my porn consumption was related to traps and other transvestites I instantly 
knew what he was talking about and just called him a, "bloodclaat faggot" and broke it off.

So yeah, I got fatter, more predisposed to diabetes and didn't even get to bang. That thankfully changed several 
months later, when I met one of the cutest, nicest, sweetest guys I'd ever meet (this was the femboy I talked about 
last issue). Even awkwardly screwed him in the school bathroom once, but that's another story for another time.



Note from the editor

I would really like to thank everyone involved in all of this, you’ve been so patient and wonderful I don’t think
finally publishing this is enough.

I’d also like to thank the whole noise community in general, all the people I’ve met have been so helpful and
generous throughout everything. 

Last but not least, this issue is dedicated to the workers who assemble our music gear, hats off to all of them on May
Day!

In light of me getting ready to finish school a next issue isn’t likely for the time being, I will still keep people posted
on the magazine’s wordpress and people are still welcome to contact me through my new email and Telegram!

Email: Blakkark@gmail.com
Telegram: Adeyato

mailto:Blakkark@gmail.com

